EFFECTIVELY & EFFICIENTLY

We provide superior design and engineering solutions for network and infrastructure providers throughout the United States. Our team of highly-skilled and experienced consultants, designers, and engineers work to ensure your network is cost-effective, well-planned, and scalable to meet future needs.

We seek to provide our clients the proper balance between vision and reality, aesthetics and infrastructure as well as quality and efficiency. Our integrity first philosophy ensures the success of your telecommunication networks for now and the future.

From feasibility studies through construction management, Finley is the single source for your telecommunications needs. We are more than engineers, we are a resource for you to lean on for support and advice to maintain and grow your business.

Learn more about our Telecom services below or contact our team of Telecom consultants who are ready start building a relationship that will help your organization succeed.

Finley Engineering Telecom services include, but are not limited to:
- Broadband
- Outside Plant
- Project Management
- IPTV/CATV

Relationships are what really matter. Lasting relationships are build with honesty, integrity, commitment and consistency. It is our desire to use our knowledge, skills and experience to develop lasting relationships that are mutually beneficial and lead to project success.

For more information contact:
FINLEY ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.
P.O. BOX 148, 104 E. 11TH ST., LAMAR, MO 64759
PHONE: 417.682.5531 | FAX: 417.682.3220
FinleyUSA.com

TELEPHONE AND SYSTEM ENGINEERING

- Engineering services
- Technical evaluations
- Feasibility studies
- Project management
- Planning, design cost estimates and economic selection studies
- Specifications and contracts for switching and other electronic equipment
- Detailed engineering of outside plant including conduit, aerial and buried cable, manhole detailing, and high speed serving area design
- Right-of-Way procurement
- Specifications and contracts for outside plant
- Construction observation and management
- Acceptance tests, work order inspection
- Appraisals, inventories, traffic studies, CPR records, manual and computerized records

EXPERIENCE AND REPUTATION MATTER

Finley’s 60+ year history in the industry and volume of clients and projects is an indicator of our dedication to completing projects on time and within budget. In fact during the slow economy from 2008 to 2013, Finley grew from 180 employees to near 300 employees through a combination of acquisitions, steady load growth and new client growth. As additional support for this fact, an independent client satisfaction survey completed in 2014 revealed that Finley’s client satisfaction ratings have climbed to 95% which is among the highest in the industry.